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Abstract. This paper describes the method of the automatic detection of the type 

of “chunks” which are generated in methodology presented by Sánchez-Carta-

gena et. al. (Computer Speech & Language 32:1(2015) 46–90). The proposed 

automatic detection method type of “chunks” improves above methodology of 

extracting grammatical translation rules from bilingual corpora. Proposed im-

provement of methodology of extracting grammatical translation rules from cor-

pora allows to apply output phrases of extracted translation “chunk” rules for next 

“interchunk” stage in machine translation system and improve of machine trans-

lation quality. Experiments are done for the English–Kazakh1 language pair using 

the free/open-source rule-based machine translation (MT) platform Apertium and 

bilingual English–Kazakh corpora.  

Keywords: rules extraction, machine translation, Apertium, transfer rules, 
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1 Introduction 

Rule-based machine translation (MT) of natural language nearly always contains the 

following steps [1]: morphological analysis, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, translating 

words into target language, execution of syntactic transformations and division into 

phrases (or chunks), generating new lexical forms (word’s lemmas with lexical catego-

ries) of target language words. In rule-based MT systems, most of these stages are im-

plemented by handwritten translation rules. The process of creating the handwritten 

rules is very laborious process. Therefore, very actual is automatic extracting of trans-

lation rules from bilingual corpora.   

This paper presents the automatic detection method of the type of “chunks” rules, 

obtained by using the methodology automatic extracting of translation rules from bilin-

gual corpora by Sánchez-Cartagena et al. (2015) [2], which is described in the following 

section. Their method requires to create tag groups and tag sequences for new pair and 
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tuning of the extraction script by declaring monolingual dictionary, bilingual diction-

ary, and bilingual corpora. 

2 “Chunking” Rules for the Apertium Platform 

The Apertium free/open-source rule-based shallow-transfer MT platform [3] includes 

the following modules: de-formatter, morphological analyzer, POS disambiguator, 

structural transfer, morphological generator, post-generator, re-formatter.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of the Apertium platform 

Three stage structural transfer rules on Apertium platform is implemented by three 

stages, it follows the description in [4]: 

1. A first stage of transformations (“chunker”) detects source language (SL) lexical 

form (LF) patterns and generates the appropriate sequences of target language (TL) 

LFs, which will be grouped in chunks representing simple constituents such as noun 

phrases, prepositional phrases, etc. These chunks bear tags that may be used for 

interchunk processing. 

2. The second round (“interchunk”) reads patterns of chunks and produces a new 

sequence of chunks. This is the module where one can attempt to perform some 

longer-range reordering operations, interchunk agreement (for example, between 

noun and verb pharse, agreement in number and person), case selection, etc. 

3. The third round (“postchunk”) transfers chunk-level tags to the lexical forms they 

contain and whose lexical-form-level tags are linked (through a referencing system) 

to chunk-level tags. 

Structural transfer for English–Kazakh has an additional clean-up stage to remove 

tags. 

Usually, three stage transfer uses different type of phrases, which helps to apply rules 

for concrete structures from stage to stage. For example, the current version of English–

Kazakh MT system, for which experiments have been done, has 169 handwritten 

“chunker” rules, and is able to analyze the following kinds of phrases: 

1. Noun phrases (NP). Sequences with nouns (case is nominative or accusative) are 

analyzed as noun-phrase, for instance, phrase two little cars - <NP> {two (eki) 



<numeral> little (kiskentai) <adjective> car(autokolik) <noun>} is 

grouped into one NP phrase. All NP phrases have not determined tags for cases and 

possessives, in case that in next interchunk stage it will be assigned: I see <NP>{the  

sky<case-to-be-determined>} – I (Men) <NP>{sky<accusitive> 

(aspnDY)} see(koremyn). As can be seen from the example, noun phrase “the sky” 

has not determined case, but in interchunk stage it should be determined as “accusi-

tive” case and will be added ending  -dy, which could be changed, depending on 

vowel harmony. 

2. Noun phrases as gerund(NP-ger). For verbs, which appear after verbs: like, love, 

finish, start, hate, etc. and takes -ing form, it is translated as NP phrase too, and on 

the Kazakh side, it has gerund tense: I like playing - <NP> {I (men) <subject 

pronoun>} <VP> {like(zhaqsy koremin) <verb>} 

<NP>{playing(oinaudy) <verb gerund>}. Such type of verb is decided to be 

noun phrase, because on Kazakh side it could have case, possessive such like noun 

phrases with noun has. 

3. Verb phrases (VP). All kind of verbs: simple verbs (only one word), complex verb 

tense (continuous, perfect), modal verbs (with assigning genitive case for subject – 

I must play – Meniŋ (Менің) oinauym (ойнауым) керек (kerek)), etc. Modal verbs 

have special phrases, for instance, “VP_must_inf” or “VP_should_inf”, it helps to 

assign possessive from subject by rule, which is written in interchunk stage. 

4. Prepositional phrases. These phrases feature locative (-да/da – in house – үйде/uide), 

ablative (-нен/nen – from river – өзеннен/ozennen), genitive (-ның/niŋ – of city – 

қаланың/kalanyŋ), postpositions, as well as complex postpositional phrases with 

words үст/аст + possessive + locative (under table – үстелдің астында/usteldiŋ 

astynda). 

5. Question verbs phrase (VP_Q) are used to detect question, which started with did/do, 

was/were, etc., where auxiliary verbs analyzed as VP_Q, and will be processed in 

interchunk, to generate question particles in Kazakh (-ma/me, etc.). For instance, 

“Do you remember?” – Sizdiŋ (Сіздің) esiŋizde (есіңізде) me (ме)?). 

6. Auxiliary verb phrases(be/have/do,etc). Such kind of phrases are used in the next 

structures: <VPQ> {Do <verb do>(only tense)} you play? – to translate ques-

tions, where rule only detects tense and transfer it to the next stage in <VPQ> phrase; 

I <VP_be>{am <vbser>(e <copula>)} a teacher – to generate copula 

“e”(edi,edim) and move it at the end of noun phrase(a teacher – mugalim[e+myn]), 

then assign person and number from subject at the interchunk stage.  

7. Adjectival phrases: single adjective (AdjP big) and comparative adjective (AdjP 

bigger), superlative adjectives have different phrase, because, for instance, the trans-

lation of “SupP the most beautiful” is “SupP eŋ (ең) ædemi (әдемі)”, but it could 

get possessive (SupP {the most interesting} of these books – kitaptardyŋ (SupP {eŋ 

ædemisi}), so it can not be treated as regular adjective phrase AdjP. 

As can be seen from phrases above, each type of phrase has concrete operations, 

which could be done at the interchunk stage: determining case, possessives, assign 

person and number, moving positions. Without certain phrase names, it is impossible 

to have well-worked interchunk stage. 



3 Extracting “Chunker” Rules from Corpora 

The method described by Sánchez-Cartagena et al. (2015) was inspired by the work of 

Sánchez-Martínez and Forcada (2009) [5] where alignment templates were also con-

sidered for structural transfer rule inference. However, this new approach overcomes 

the main limitations of that by Sánchez-Martínez and Forcada (2009). Firstly, choosing 

the appropriate generalization level for the alignment templates (AT), contained word 

alignment and use word classes instead of the words themselves [6,7,8], from which 

rules will be generated. Second, a different treatment words which have difficulties 

with context-dependent lexicalizations and are incorrectly translated by more general 

ATs. Third, the automatic selection of ATs to be used for generating convenient rules. 

To adapt the method by Sánchez-Cartagena et al. (2015) for the English–Kazakh 

language the following steps were performed: 

1. Building English–Kazakh parallel corpora by using Bitextor2, a web crawler for par-

allel texts, and manually collected texts from fiction literature. Manually collected 

corpus consist of ~3200 parallel sentences, and with crawled texts, parallel English-

Kazakh corpus contains 5625 sentences. Experiments were done on a corpus con-

sisting of 140 sentences, and big corpus is used for testing and for tuning. 

2. Creating tag groups file for the Kazakh language. Sánchez-Cartagena et al. (2015) 

method had not been tested on Turkic languages, which have rich-morphology. As 

a result, this file for the Kazakh language will have more morphological tag groups. 

Groups have the following format, for instance, group for numerals: 

numtype:ord,coll,year:num, where numtype is name of variable used to 

identify  different types of numerals ord (first, second),coll (using in Kazakh to 

identify number of objects or subjects without followed noun: two person – eki 

adam(екі адам), two came – ekey keldi (екеуі келді)),year (numerals, coming 

after prepositions: in 1992), and at the end after “:” is put name of part of speech 

“numeral” – “num”. If some tags belong to several part of speeches, they are put 

after “:” and is divided by comma: tense:present:vblex,v. This file will be 

used to generate an appropriate group of tags for each part of speech of English and 

the Kazakh language side, all necessary tags could be found from morphological 

analyses of English–Kazakh MT system on Apertium platform. 

3. Creating a tag sequences file, where the defined tag groups are combined into ap-

propriate sequences of tags, accordingly to morphological analysis. The sequences 

will be used to generate target language sequences of tags, which are the lexical 

categories of each lexical forms. If the morphological analysis of word “do” is: 

do<vbdo><pres><p3><sg>, in format of tag sequence it will be look like as 

follows: vbdo:verbtime,person,numberat, where vbdo is name of lexi-

cal category, and  verbtime,person,numberat name of tag groups, defined 

in tag group file.  
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4. Adapting the rule extraction script: defining installed the English–Kazakh language 

pair on Apertium machine translation system, morphological and bilingual diction-

aries, size of corpora. 

5. Problem of adapted method of extracting chunker rules from corpora. Some MT 

systems, like English-Kazakh machine translation system on Apertium, uses three-

stage structural transfer, which means that adapted method needs improvement, be-

cause the rule learning algorithm is designed to work only with 1-level Apertium 

transfer (only apertium-transfer module and not apertium-interchunk). Generated 

chunks have no special phrases (it generates “LRN” phrases), as NP, VP, etc., 

showed in section 2, this fact prevents correct usage of this phrase in interchunk 

stage.  

4 Automatic Detection of Chunk Type 

To improve quality of translation and to do work of generated rules more usable in 

interchunk stage additional step was added: detect name of phrase for generated 

chunks. For instance, if chunk named “__n__” and deal with nouns, “NP” phrase 

should be assigned. 

To assign a phrase to each chunk, first, there are defined part-of-speech sequences 

to each phrase and will consider sequences of POSes by using X'-theory [9], where 

has been defined the X'-equivalences shown as Table 1. 

Table 1. X'-Equivalences 

X X' X" 

N N' NP 

V V' VP 

A A' AP 

P P' PP 

INFL S(I') S'(IP) 

 

As can be seen from Table 1, there are defined five phrases. First level defined as X, 

next levels are will modified with other grammatical constituents function as the spec-

ifiers: X’ defines X+X phrase and X’’ could define X+X’ or X’+X’ phrases. There are 

could be defined next primary priority of POS [10]: 

Primary POS priority : V > N > A > P 

According to this priority, for example, for English-Kazakh language pair, POS se-

quences will be defined for each phrase as follow: 

Table 2. POS sequences for X'-Equivalences 

X X’ X’’ 

pr X+n, X+adj+n,  

X+num+n, 

X+det+n 

X+det+adj+n 

PP 



 

vblex,  

vbser, vbhaver, 

vbmod 

 

X+adv 

 

VP 

n,  

det,  

prn 

 

adj+X, 

num+X, 

num+adj+X 

NP 

adv preadv+X AdvP 

adj more/the 

most+X 

less+X 

AdjP 

 

And, POS priority for English-Kazakh pair will be looked like that: 

Primary POS priority : P > V > N > A  

Choosing that priority based on highest score got from evaluation, which will be 

showed in Results section, and also on that P-prepositions could be only modifiers of 

noun and in Kazakh they will transform into postpositions or case. In that case, PP 

phrases include noun in their structure that took them in priority before N. 

Described phrases are written in additional file, where user can specify phrases by 

priority, accordingly to each language pair’s features. This file is called “phrase.txt”, 

where described priority is written in the Apertium chunk names format. 

Table 3. POS sequences for X'-Equivalences 

X  X’  X’’  

pr  X+n, 

X+adj+n, 

X+num+n, 

X+det+n,  

X+det+adj+n  

 

PP  

vblex,  

vbser,  

vbhaver,  

vbmod  

 

X+adv  VP  

n,  

det,  

prn  

adj+X, 

num+X,  

num+adj+X  

 

NP  

adv  

 

preadv+X  AdvP  

adj  more/the most+X, less+X  AdjP  



 

As can be seen from the Table 3, first, user writes name of phrase, then part-of-

speech, which defines this phrase: VP,vblex,vbser,vbhaver,vbmod. Phrase 

detection program reads this file and generated file with rules, and assigns phrases. To 

do this application more usable, templates of rules were changed by adding one-word 

rules. Evaluation of this method is described in the next section. 

5 Results 

Results of improved method are performed by using English-Kazakh MT system on 

Apertium. From GATs, extracted from corpora with 140 sentences, 13 rules are gener-

ated. In the next table, some of the translation rules obtained with handwritten and ex-

tracting processes are compared: 

Table 4. Comparing translation 

Input sentence Handwritten rule Generated rule 

in the garden бақшада - ^prep-

nom<PP><sg><p3><

PXD> 

<loc>{^бақша<n><2

><4> <5> $} 

бақшада - 

^__n_<LRN>{^бақша<n><loc>

$} 

play ойнайды - ^pers-

verb<VP><ND><PD

><aor><PXD><NX

D><CD>{^ойна<v>

<tv><6><4><5><3>

<2><7>$}$ 

ойнайды - ^__vblex_<LRN>{^ 

ойна<v><tv><aor><p3><sg>$} 

from place орыннан - ^prep-

nom<PP><sg><p3><

PXD><abl>{ 

^орын<n><2><4><5

>$}$^sent<SENT>{^

.<sent>$}$ 

do not generated 

big house үлкен үй - ^adjec-

noun<NP><sg><p3>

<PXD><CD>{^үлке

н<adj>$ 

^үй<n><2><4><5>$

} 

үйдің - ^үлкен<adj>$ 

^__n_<LRN>{^үй<n><gen>$}$

^.<sent>$ 

Conan Doyle noun<NP><sg><p3>

<PXD><CD>{^Кон

ан<np><cog><mf><

2><4><5>$}$ 

^noun<NP><sg><p3

^Конан<np><cog><mf><sg>$ 

^Дойл<np><cog><mf><sg> 



><PXD><CD>{^До

йл<np><cog><mf><

2><4><5>$} 

A dog is also in the 

garden 

Ит  тағы   бақшада Ит ол  <missed “also”>  

бақшада 

 

As can be seen from Table 4, a few generated rules works correctly, but number of 

generated rules is not big, because of small volume of corpus. The main differences 

between rules are that in handwritten rules some of tags undetermined (<PXD>, <ND>, 

<PD>, <NXD>) or could be changed in next interchunk stage, whereas generated rules 

assign all tags constantly. Also, generated rules while translating could miss some 

words, as can be seen from the last translation of sentence “A dog is also in the garden”, 

where generated rule translated it without adverb “also”. Such problems appears be-

cause of low generalization level, that problem could be solved by using bigger corpus 

for extracting rules. 

In next table quality of translations will be compared with rules, which were got after 

using rules with application for specifying phrases and rules, without it: 

Table 5. Quality of translated texts 

Evaluated phrase types in generated 

rules 

BLEU unigram bigram trigram 

Default phrases (LRN)  6,07 27,16 9,41 3,87 

Specific phrases (NP, VP, etc.) and 

improved rule templates 

10,26 39,71 18,06 8,89 

 

As can be seen from Table 5, adding phrase detection step and improvements of 

rules templates helped to raise quality of translation for 4%, for unigrams it is raised 

for 12.55, bigrams for 8.65 and trigrams for 5,02. In the next Table 6 was showed trans-

lated sentences by Sánchez-Cartagena et al. methodology and by proposed improved 

methodology: 

Table 6. Translated texts  

Evaluated 

phrase 

types in 

generated 

rules 

Input sentence Chunker stage Interchunk stage Output 

Default 

phrases 

(LRN)  

Dog plays in 

the garden 

^__any__<LRN>{^

Ит<n><sg>$}$ 

^__vblex_<LRN>{

^ойна<v><tv><aor

><p3><sg>$}$^*ex

ecutedtule11$ 

^__pr___det___n_<

^__any__<LRN>

{^Ит<n><sg>$}$ 

^__vblex_<LRN>

{^ойна<v><tv><

aor><p3><sg>$}$

^*execut-

edtule11$ 

^__pr___det___n

Ит ойнайды 

бақшада 



LRN>{^бақша<n>

<loc>$ }$^.<sent>$ 

 

_<LRN>{^бақша

<n><loc>$ 

}$^.<sent>$ 

Specific 

phrases 

(NP, VP, 

etc.) and 

improved 

rule tem-

plates 

Dog plays in 

the garden 

^__n__<NP>{^Ит<

n><sg>$}$ 

^__vblex_<VP>{^о

йна<v><tv><aor><

p3><sg>$}$ 

^__pr___det___n_<

PP>{^бақша<n><l

oc>$ }$^.<sent>$ 

^__n__<NP>{^И

т<n><sg>$}$  

^__pr___det___n

_<PP>{^бақша<

n><loc>$ }$ 

^__vblex_<VP>{

^ойна<v><tv><a

or><p3><sg>$}$

^.<sent>$ 

Ит  бақшада 
ойнайды 

 

After chunker stage, input text is transferred into sequences of tags, where phrase 

type tags in bolt. In the interchunk stages, as can be seen from the fourth column, chunks 

with phrase types “<LRN>” did not changed their position, whereas specified phrases 

NP, VP, PP changed as follow: NP VP PP  NP PP VP. The last columns show output 

of translation. In the result, new method performed right sequences of phrases, verbs 

phrase in italic in the end of the sentence.  

6 Conclusion 

In the paper is proposed automatic detection method of “chunks” type improving meth-

odology Sánchez-Cartagena et al. (2015) of extracting grammatical translation rules 

from bilingual corpora. Results of this paper could use for others morphology rich lan-

guages. Proposed improvement of methodology of extracting grammatical translation 

rules from corpora allows improving of machine translation quality. For future works 

it is planned to use improved methodology for more biggest English-Kazakh corpus, 

using proposed improved methodology for other kind of languages pair, Kazakh-Rus-

sian.  
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